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Abstract. The ignition criterion, ignition energy and gain of DT-plasma of ICF-target in the presence of
impurities of light atoms such as beryllium, carbon and lithium at their arbitrary concentration are found. It
is shown that the most promising type of non-cryogenic solid thermonuclear fuel is DT-hydride of beryllium
(BeDT). It is suggested to apply the targets with such a fuel as: (1) Fast-ignited ICF-target at the ignition
energy of 25–50 kJ and compression driver energy of 2–3 MJ; (2) ICF-target spark-ignited by 15–20 MJ
heavy ion driver; (3) Spark-ignited target by 5–7 MJ laser as a neutron source for hybrid fusion-fission.

1. INTRODUCTION
Significant decrease of the neutron yield in modern experiments due to mixing of the fuel and ablator
materials can occur at a fraction of impurity of only several percent. The problem of considerable
impurity’s concentration of about 30% is important in studying the efficiency of solid non-cryogenic
thermonuclear fuel in the form of chemical compounds of hydrogen’s isotopes. The inert atoms
entering into such compounds should be as light as possible and their concentration should be minimal.
The materials satisfying specified above requirements are: DT-hydrides of light metals – BeDT,
Li2 DT, Li2 BeD2 T2 , Li2 Be2 D3 T3 , and also amine-borane NT3 BD3 . Meaning the both problems the
ignition and combustion of DT-plasma containing the impurities of carbon (6 C12 ), beryllium (4 Be9 )
and lithium (3 Li7 ) are investigated. The ignition criterion, ignition energy and gain are defined at
arbitrary concentration of impurities for homogeneous plasma, as well as isobaric plasma formed at
the conventional spark ignition of ICF-target, including shock ignition [1] and isochoric plasma formed
at fast ignition [2]. This paper is the summary of a conference presentation preceding the publication of
paper [3], where a number of the results can be found in more detail.
2. INFLUENCES OF IMPURITY OF LIGHT ATOMS ON ICF-TARGETS IGNITION
We consider a spherical igniter consisting of a homogeneous, equilibrium (electron an ion temperatures
are equal Te = Ti = T ) completely ionized plasma containing deuterium and tritium nuclei with equal
fractions xF and inert nuclei of different types with fractions xa , so that xF = 0.5(1 − xa ). For such an
igniter the criterion for ignition which states that the rate of thermonuclear heating of the plasma should
exceed the rate of total energy losses due to work of pressure forces, thermal radiation and electron heat
conductivity looks like:
8.1 · 1040 F (R)2 < v > ( + 4n ) > 6.4 · 1022 u T 3/2 (R) + 2.8 · 1023 r T 1/2 (R)2
+2.6 · 1019 c T 7/2
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where  and R are the density and radius of igniter, <v> is the rate of DT-reaction,  and n are
the fractions of -particle and neutron energy deposited in igniter;  is the coefficient that links the
velocity of piston u with sound velocity in the igniter Vs , u = Vs :  = 0 for isobaric plasma [1, 4],
 = [2/( + 1)]1/2 ≈ 0.87 for isochoric plasma (with an adiabatic exponent  = 5/3) [4] and  is chosen
to be 2 for homogeneous plasma [5]. The values of factors of impurity influence on the rates of fusion
reaction F and energy losses u , r and c are
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where ∗ , Z∗ , (Z 2 )∗ are the average atomic weight, charge and charge square: ∗ = ( T + D )xF +
 xa , Z∗ = 2xF + Za xa , (Z 2 )∗ = 2xF + Za2 xa . For one-component impurity: ∗ = 2.5 + ( a −
2.5)x, Z∗ = 1 + (Za − 1)x, (Z 2 )∗ = 1 + (Za2 − 1)x. If impurities are absent (xa = 0) F = u = r =
c = 1.
Presence of impurity weakly changes an -particle energy fraction deposited in plasma. Besides,
ignition occurs at R  4–6 g/cm2 when neutron energy deposition is small. Negative influence of
impurities on ignition is connected with decreasing the reaction rate and increasing the rate of radiation
energy losses. At 30% impurity of carbon, F decreases 9 times, and r increases more than 6 times
in comparison with pure DT-plasma. At the same time u and c are in the range 1.2–1.4. Estimation
of minimal ignition temperature comes from equality of rates of heating and radiation energy losses.
For one-component impurity Tig(min) = 3.7[(Z 2 )∗ Z∗ /(1 − x)2 ]2/5 keV. For pure DT-plasma Tig(min) ≈
4 keV. For example, 30% impurity of carbon and beryllium increases Tig(min) , respectively, to 19.4 keV
and 12.1 keV. From an equality of the greatest possible heating rate (at T = 60 keV,  = n = 1) and
rate of radiation energy losses (150F = r ), the estimation of limiting impurity’s concentration at
which ignition isn’t possible at any values of R and T follows: 42% for carbon, 59% for a beryllium
and 69% for lithium. The approximate solution of ignition-criterion (1) gives the values of minimal
ignition-parameter R and corresponding plasma energy
1.  = 0 (Tig = 10 keV, (R)min ≤ 1 g/cm2 : xBe ≤ 0.3, xC ≤ 0.18)
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2.  = 0, 87 and  = 2 (Tig = 15 keV, (R)min ≤ 1 g/cm2 : xBe ≤ 0.2, xC ≤ 0.12)
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Here 100 is measured in units of 100 g/cm3 Presence of impurity leads to growth the both (R)min
and corresponding ignition temperature Tig in comparison with pure DT-plasma. For pure DT-plasma:
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(R)min ≈ 0.18 g/cm2 at Tig ≈ 7 keV in the case of an isobaric plasma ( = 0); (R)min ≈ 0.32 g/cm2
at Tig ≈ 10 keV in the case of isochoric plasma ( = 0.87) and (R)min ≈ 0.48 g/cm2 at Tig ≈ 12 keV
in the case of a homogeneous plasma ( = 2). At 10 % impurity, (R)min increases by about 1.5 times
in the case of a beryllium impurity and by about 2 times in the case of carbon impurity for all plasma
configurations. The ignition temperature increases essentially less, namely, in 1.1-1.3 times. At 10%
impurity, the ignition energy growth makes about 3.5 times in the case of beryllium impurity and about
8 times in the case of carbon impurity.
3. INFLUENCES OF IMPURITY OF LIGHT ATOMS ON ICF-TARGETS BURNING
Thermonuclear gain of inhomogeneous plasma with igniter’s mass Mig much less than the total fuel
mass M is approximately expressed through the gain G0 of homogeneous plasma with the mass equal
to the total fuel mass M, temperature equal to the igniter temperature Tig , and density equal to the
density of cold fuel c
G≈

G0 MTig
Mig Tig + (M − Mig )Tc

(5)

where Tc is the temperature of cold fuel. Gain of homogeneous plasma containing the impurities is
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rg 
a

(6)
G0 =
3Tig
1 + Z∗
where r = 17.6 MeV is energy realized in DT-reaction, g = nF 0 − nF /nF is burning out of hydrogen
isotopes. Solution of the equation for burning out of DT-plasma with one-component impurity gives
g
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, xc ≤ x ≤ 1.

For all types of impurities at their concentration smaller than the critical values xc = 3/(Za + 4)
burning out practically doesn’t change with increasing the impurities concentration, remaining equal,
approximately, to g = R/(R + 6.5) for pure DT-plasma. Weak growth of burning out with impurities
concentration growth in the region x < xc is connected with increasing the confinement time. At x > xc
the sharp decreasing the burning out with growth of impurities concentration begins. It is connected
with decreasing the temperature of combustion less than 20–30 keV. Critical concentrations are: 0.43
for lithium, 0.37 for beryllium and 0.3 for carbon. In fig. 1 the dependencies are shown of burning out of
homogeneous plasma with DT R = 3 g/cm2 on light impurities concentration calculated on the base of
analytical model and numerically by using the code TERA [6] at Tig = 15 keV. At x = xc thermonuclear
gain decreases in 2–2.5 times in comparison with pure DT: from 62 down to 30–25.
4. IGNITION AND COMBUSTION OF SOLID NON-CRYOGENIC FUEL
DT-hydride of beryllium (BeDT) is the most suitable material as a solid non-cryogenic fuel. BeDT has
the highest relation F /r = 0.038 (F = 0.13, r = 3.44) among all materials listed in the introduction.
In fig. 1 ignition R − T areas for different configurations of BeDT and DT-plasmas are shown. For
the spark ignited BeDT-plasma, according to the data of fig. 1, Tig = 15 keV and (R)min = 0.9 g/cm2 ,
hence formula (3) gives for igniter’s nergy Eig ≈ 4.2 · 109 /2ig J, and for isobaric plasma at R > (R)ig
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Figure 1. (left). Burning out of DT-plasma with DT R = 3 g/cm2 vs concentration of lithium (1), beryllium (2)
and carbon (3). The numerical data are shown by rhombuses (lithium), triangles (beryllium), and squares (carbon).
(right). Ignition curves for different configurations of BeDT-plasma (solid lines) and pure DT-plasma (dashed lines).
Curves 1,2,3 corresponds to isobaric, isochoric and homogeneous plasmas.

and c  ig total initial fuel’s energy and gain, according to (5), are
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The gain grows with growth of the relation of densities c /ig . For R = 6 g/cm2 and c /ig = 10
(c = 1000 g/cm3 , ig = 100 g/cm3 ) gain makes G ≈ 200 at the energy E ≈ 1 MJ. These gains could
be enough for heavy ion fusion at the driver energy of 15–20 MJ. For laser fusion such gains are
insufficient. However, the BeDT-target with gain 20–30 can be used as a laser-produced source of
neutrons in the hybrid fusion-fission reactor at the laser energy 5–7 MJ .
For the fast ignited BeDT-plasma, according to the data of fig. 1, Tig = 20 keV and (R)min =
1.5 g/cm2 , hence formula (4) gives for igniter’s energy Eig ≈ 2.6 · 1010 /2ig J, and for isochoric plasma
at R  (R)ig and c = ig total initial fuel’s energy and gain are
E≈
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For R = 6 g/cm2 and the density in the range  = 300–1000 g/cm3 gain makes G ≈ 1000–600 at
the initial plasma energy E ≈ 450–60 kJ and igniter’s energy Eig ≈ 280–25 kJ, respectively. Thus, the
target with BeDT-fuel can be used as an ICF-target fast ignited by laser-produced beams of electrons or
ions with energy 25–50 kJ at the fuel compressed to the density of 1000–700 g/cm3 or fast ignited by
heavy ion beam with energy of 100–280 kJ at the fuel compressed to the density of 500–300 g/cm3 .

5. CONCLUSION
The ignition criterion, ignition energy and gain are found for DT-plasmas containing light impurities
at arbitrary concentration. It is suggested to apply non-cryogenic targets with solid BeDT-fuel as ICFtarget for fast ignition, heavy ion fusion target for spark ignition, and spark-ignited target as a laserproduced neutron source for hybrid fusion-fission approach.
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